KeyVis for DOORS
Traceability is an essential feature of IBM® Rational®
DOORS®. As the depth and breadth of your
traceability increases, understanding and visualising
large amounts of linked information becomes a real
challenge.
KeyVis™ is a DOORS customisation that enables you
to visualise traceability by exporting diagrams into
Microsoft Excel. In the diagrams, DOORS objects are
shown as shapes, and links as connectors.

Complete Solution
KeyVis provides everything you need to start working
with traceability diagrams. Not only does the DOORS
customisation allow you to configure and generate the
diagrams, but KeyVis also provides tools for working
with the diagrams once in Excel, including automatic
diagram layout.

Benefits
 Provides visualisation of complex traceability
Not Just A Pretty Picture

relationships within your information model

With the many export options available in KeyVis, you
can tailor each diagram to suit a particular task: design
reviews, traceability reviews, impact analysis, V&V
analysis, etc. And the powerful features of Excel extended by the KeyVis graph analysis tools - are
available to edit, manipulate, enhance and analyse the
traceability diagrams.

 Visualisation environment is widely available and

KeyVis allows you to save export settings as diagram
types, so that you and other users can easily reproduce
types of diagram that reflect your processes. You can
also create diagrams incrementally by merging new
traceability data into existing diagrams.

 Layout auto-arrange function

diagrams can be analysed and enhanced using
standard Microsoft Excel features

Features
 Many export options: start point, direction,
depth, relationships, indirect tracing, attributes,
baselines, colours, etc

 Diagram merging function
 Supports your information model and process
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